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Abstract
The conventional machine translation evaluation metrics tend to perform well on certain language pairs but weak on other language pairs. Furthermore, some evaluation metrics could only work on certain
language pairs not language-independent.
Finally, no considering of linguistic information usually leads the metrics result in low correlation with human judgments while too many linguistic features
or external resources make the metrics complicated and difficult in replicability. To address these problems, a novel language-independent evaluation metric
is proposed in this work with enhanced
factors and optional linguistic information
(part-of-speech, n-grammar) but not very
much. To make the metric perform well on
different language pairs, extensive factors
are designed to reflect the translation quality and the assigned parameter weights are
tunable according to the special characteristics of focused language pairs. Experiments show that this novel evaluation metric yields better performances compared
with several classic evaluation metrics (including BLEU, TER and METEOR) and
two state-of-the-art ones including ROSE
and MPF.

1

Introduction

The machine translation (MT) began as early as
in the 1950s (Weaver, 1955) and gained a big
progress science the 1990s due to the development of computers (storage capacity and compu-

tational power) and the enlarged bilingual corpora
(Marino et al., 2006), e.g. (Och, 2003) presented MERT (Minimum Error Rate Training) for loglinear statistical machine translation (SMT) models to achieve better translation quality, (Su et al.,
2009) used the Thematic Role Templates model to
improve the translation and (Xiong et al., 2011)
employed the maximum-entropy model etc. The
statistical MT (Koehn, 2010) became mainly approaches in MT literature. Due to the wide-spread
development of MT systems, the MT evaluation
becomes more and more important to tell us how
well the MT systems perform and whether they
make some progress. However, the MT evaluation
is difficult because some reasons, e.g. language
variability results in no single correct translation,
the natural languages are highly ambiguous and different languages do not always express the same
content in the same way (Arnold, 2003).
How to evaluate each MT system’s quality and
what should be the criteria have become the new
challenges in front of MT researchers. The earliest
human assessment methods include the intelligibility (measuring how understandable the sentence
is) and fidelity (measuring how much information
the translated sentence retains compared to the original) used by the Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee (ALPAC) around 1966
(Carroll, 1966), and the afterwards proposed adequacy (similar as fidelity), fluency (whether the
sentence is well-formed and fluent) and comprehension (improved intelligibility) by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) of US
(White et al., 1994). The manual evaluations suffer the main disadvantage that it is time-consuming
and thus too expensive to do frequently.
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The early automatic evaluation metrics include
the word error rate WER (Su et al., 1992) (edit distance between the system output and the closest
reference translation), position independent word
error rate PER (Tillmann et al., 1997) (variant of
WER that disregards word ordering), BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) (the geometric mean of n-gram
precision by the system output with respect to
reference translations), NIST (Doddington, 2002)
(adding the information weight) and GTM (Turian
et al., 2003). Recently, many other methods were
proposed to revise or improve the previous works.
One of the categories is the lexical similarity
based metric. The metrics of this kind include
the edit distance based method, such as the TER
(Snover et al., 2006) and the work of (Akiba et
al., 2001) in addition to WER and PER, the precision based method such as SIA (Liu and Gildea,
2006) in addition to BLEU and NIST, recall based
method such as ROUGE (Lin and Hovy, 2003),
the word order information utilized by (Wong and
Kit, 2008), (Isozaki et al., 2010) and (Talbot et
al., 2011), and the combination of precision and
recall such as Meteor-1.3 (Denkowski and Lavie,
2011) (an modified version of Meteor, includes
ranking and adequacy versions and has overcome
some weaknesses of previous version such as noise
in the paraphrase matching, lack of punctuation
handling and discrimination between word types), BLANC (Lita et al., 2005), LEPOR (Han et
al., 2012) and PORT (Chen et al., 2012). Another category is the employing of linguistic features. The metrics of this kind include the syntactic
similarity such as the Part-of-Speech information
used by ROSE (Song and Cohn, 2011) and MPF
(Popovic, 2011), and phrase information employed
by (Echizen-ya and Araki, 2010) and (Han et al.,
2013b); the semantic similarity such as Textual entailment used by (Mirkin et al., 2009), Synonyms
by (Chan and Ng, 2008), paraphrase by (Snover et
al., 2009).
The evaluation methods proposed previously
suffer from several main weaknesses more or less:
perform well in certain language pairs but weak on
others, which we call the language-bias problem;
consider no linguistic information (not reasonable
from the aspect of linguistic analysis) or too many
linguistic features (making it difficult in replicability), which we call the extremism problem; present
incomprehensive factors (e.g. BLEU focus on pre-

cision only). To address these problems, a novel
automatic evaluation metric is proposed in this paper with enhanced factors, tunable parameters and
optional linguistic information (part-of-speech, ngram).

2

Designed Model

2.1

Employed Internal Factors

Firstly, we introduce the internal factors utilized in
the calculation model.
2.1.1 Enhanced Length Penalty
Enhanced length penalty ELP is designed to
put the penalty on both longer and shorter system output translations (an enhanced version of the
brevity penalty in BLEU):
ELP =

(

r

e1− c
c
e1− r

: c<r
: c≥r

(1)

where the parameters c and r are the sentence
length of automatically output (candidate) and reference translation respectively.
2.1.2 N -gram Position Difference Penalty
The N -gram Position Difference Penalty
N P osP enal is developed to compare the word
order between the output and reference translation.
N P osP enal = e−N P D

(2)

where N P D is defined as:
1
NPD =
Lengthoutput

Lengthoutput

X
i=1

|P Di |

(3)

where Lengthoutput is the length of system output
sentence and P Di means the position difference
value of each output word. Every word from both
output translation and reference should be aligned
only once. When there is no match, the value of
P Di is assigned with zero as default for this output
token.
Two steps are designed to measure the N P D
value. The first step is the context-dependent ngram alignment: we use the n-gram method and
assign it with higher priority, which means the surrounding context of the potential words are considered when selecting the matched pairs between
the output and reference sentence. The nearest
match is accepted as a backup choice to establish
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the alignment, if there are both nearby matching or
there is no other matched words surrounding the
potential word pairs. The one-direction alignment
is from output sentence to the reference.
Assuming that wx represents the current word
in output sentence and wx+k means the kth word
to the previous (k < 0) or following (k > 0).
On the other hand, wyr means the word matching
r
wx in the references, and wy+j
has the similar
meaning as wx+k but in reference sentence. The
variable Distance is the position difference value between the matching word in outputs and references. The operation process and pseudo code
of the context-dependent n-gram word alignment algorithm are shown in Figure 1 (with → as the
alignment). There is an example in Figure 2. In
the calculating step, each word is labeled with the
quotient value of its position number divided by
sentence length (the total number of the tokens in
the sentence).
Let’s see the example in Figure 2 for the N P D
introduction (Figure 3). Each output word is labeled with the position quotient value from 1/6 to
6/6 (indicating the word position marked by sentence length which is 6). The words in the reference sentence is labeled using the same subscripts.
2.1.3

Precision and Recall

Precision and recall are two commonly used criteria in the NLP literature. We use the HP R to
represent the weighted Harmonic mean of precision and recall, i.e. Harmonic(αR, βP ). The
weights are the tunable parameters α and β.

(X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn )).
Harmonic(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn ) = Pn

n

1
i=1 Xi

(7)

where n is the number of factors. Then, the
weighted harmonic mean for multi-variables is:
Harmonic(wX1 X1 , wX2 X2 , ..., wXn Xn ) =
Pn

i=1 wXi
wXi
i=1 Xi

Pn

(8)

where wXi is the weight of variable Xi . Finally, the sentence level score of the developed evaluation metric hLEP OR (Harmonic mean of enhanced Length Penalty, Precision, n-gram Position
difference Penalty and Recall) is measured by:

hLEP OR =
Pn
wi
= Pn i=1 wi

wELP + wN P osP enal + wHP R
wN P osP enal
wHP R
wELP
i=1 F actori
ELP + N P osP enal + HP R
(9)
where ELP , N P osP enal and HP R are the three
factors explained in previous section with tunable
weights wELP , wN P osP enal and wHP R respectively.
2.3

=

System-level Score

The system level score is the arithmetical mean of
the sentence scores as below.
SentN
Xum
1
hLEP ORi
SentN um i=1
(10)
where hLEP OR represents the system-level score of hLEP OR, SentN um specifies the
sentence number of the test document, and
hLEP ORi means the score of the ith sentence.

hLEP OR =

HP R =

(α + β)P recision × Recall
αP recision + βRecall
Alignednum
Lengthoutput

(5)

Alignednum
Lengthref erence

(6)

P recision =
Recall =

(4)

where Alignednum represents the number of successfully matched words appearing both in translation and reference.
2.2

Sentence Level Score

Secondly, we introduce the mathematical harmonic mean to group multi-variables (n variables
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3

Enhanced Version

This section introduces an enhanced version of the
developed metric hLEP OR as hLEP ORE . As
discussed by many researchers, language variability results in no single correct translation and different languages do not always express the same content in the same way. In addition to the augmented factors of the designed metric hLEP OR, we
present that optional linguistic information can be

combined into this metric concisely. As an example, we will show how the part-of-speech (POS) information can be employed into this metric. First,
we calculate the system-level hLEP OR scores
on the surface words ( hLEP ORword ). Then
we employ the same algorithms of hLEP OR on
the corresponding POS sequences of the words (
hLEP ORP OS ). Finally, we combine this two
system-level scores together with tunable weights
(whw and whp ) as the final score.
hLEP ORE =

1
(whw hLEP ORword
whw + whp

+whp hLEP ORP OS )

(11)

We mention the POS information because it
sometimes acts as the similar function with the
synonyms, e.g. “there is a big bag” and “there
is a large bag” could be the same meaning but
with different surface words “big” and “large”
(the same POS adjective). The POS information
has been proved helpful in the research works of
ROSE (Song and Cohn, 2011) and MPF (Popovic,
2011). The POS information could be replaced by
any other concise linguistic information in our designed model.

4

Evaluating the Evaluation Metric

In order to distinguish the reliability of different MT evaluation metrics, Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ is commonly used to calculate
the correlation in the annual workshop of statistical machine translation (WMT) for Association of
Computational Linguistics (ACL) (Callison-Burch
et al., 2011). When there are no ties, Spearman
rank correlation coefficient is calculated as:
ρφ(XY )

P

6 ni=1 d2i
=1−
n(n2 − 1)

(12)

where di is the difference-value (D-value) be~ =
tween the two corresponding rank variables X
~
{x1 , x2 , ..., xn } and Y = {y1 , y2 , ..., yn } describing the system φ and n is the number of variables
in the system.

5

Experiments

The experiment corpora are from the ACL’s special interest group of machine translation SIGMT
(WMT workshop) which contain eight corpora including English-to-other (Spanish, Czech, French

and German) and other-to-English. There are indeed a lot of linguistic POS tagger tools for different languages available. We conduct an evaluation
with different POS taggers, and find that the employing of POS information can make an increase
of the correlation score with human judgment for
some language pairs but little or no effect on others. The employed POS tagging tools include Berkeley POS tagger for French, English and German
(Petrov et al., 2006), COMPOST Czech morphology tagger (Collins, 2002) and TreeTagger Spanish tagger (Schmid, 1994). To avoid the overfitting
problem, the WMT 20081 data are used in the development stage for the tuning of the parameters and the WMT 2011 corpora are used in testing.
The tuned parameter values for different language
pairs are shown in Table 1. The abbreviations EN,
CZ, DE, ES and FR mean English, Czech, German, Spanish and French respectively. In the ngram word (POS) alignment, bigram is selected in
all the language pairs. To make the model concise using as fewer of external resources as possible, the value of “N/A” means the POS information of that language pair is not employed due to
that it makes little or no effect in the correlation
scores. The label “(W)” and “(POS)” means the
parameters tuned on word and POS respectively.
The “NPP” means N P osP enal to save window
space. The tuned parameter values also prove that
different language pairs embrace different characteristics.
The testing results on WMT 20112 corpora are
shown in Table 2. The comparisons with languageindependent evaluation metrics include the classic metrics (BLEU, TER and METEOR) and two
state-of-the-art metrics MPF and ROSE. We select MPF and ROSE because that these two metrics
also employ the POS information and MPF yielded the highest correlation score with human judgments among all the language-independent metrics (performing on eight language pairs) in WMT
2011. The numbers of participated automatic MT
systems in WMT 2011 are 10, 22, 15 and 17 respectively for English-to-other (CZ, DE, ES and
FR) and 8, 20, 15 and 18 respectively for the opposite translation direction. The gold standard reference data for those corpora consists of 3,003 sentences offered by manual work. Automatic MT e1
2

http://www.statmt.org/wmt08/
http://www.statmt.org/wmt11/
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Ratio
HPR:ELP:NPP(W)
HPR:ELP:NPP(POS)
α : β(W)
α : β(POS)
whw : whp

Other-to-English
CZ-EN DE-EN ES-EN FR-EN
7:2:1
3:2:1
7:2:1
3:2:1
N/A
3:2:1
N/A
3:2:1
1:9
9:1
1:9
9:1
N/A
9:1
N/A
9:1
N/A
1:9
N/A
9:1

English-to-Other
EN-CZ EN-DE EN-ES EN-FR
3:2:1
1:3:7
3:2:1
3:2:1
N/A
7:2:1
N/A
3:2:1
9:1
9:1
9:1
9:1
N/A
9:1
N/A
9:1
N/A
1:9
N/A
9:1

Table 1: Values of tuned weight parameters
valuation metrics are evaluated by the correlation
coefficient with the human judgments.
Several conclusions could be drawn from the results. First, some evaluation metrics show good
performances on part of the language pairs but low
performances on others, e.g ROSE results in 0.92
correlation with human judgments on Spanish-toEnglish corpus but down to 0.41 score on Englishto-German; METEOR gets 0.93 score on Frenchto-English but 0.3 on English-to-German. Second,
hLEP ORE generally yields good performances
on different language pairs except for the Englishto-Czech and results in the highest Mean correlation score 0.83 on eight corpora. Third, the recently developed methods (e.g. MPF, 0.81 mean score)
correlate better with human judgments than the traditional ones (e.g. BLEU, 0.74 means score), indicating an improvement of the researches. Finally, no metric can yield high performance on all
the language pairs, which shows that there remains
large potential to achieve improvement.

6

Conclusion and Perspectives

This work proposes a language-independent model for machine translation evaluation. Considering
the different characteristics of different languages,
hLEP ORE has been extensively designed from
different aspects. That spans from word order
(context-dependent n-gram alignment), output accuracy (precision), and loyalty (recall) to translation length performance (sentence length). Different weight parameters are assigned to adjust
the importance of each factor, for instance, the
word position could be free in some languages but
strictly constrained in other languages. In practice, these employed features by hLEP ORE are
also the vital ones when people facilitate language
translation. This is the philology behind the formulation and the study of this work, and we believe
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human’s translation ideology is the exact direction
that MT systems should try to approach. Furthermore, this work specifies that different external resources or linguistic information could be integrated into this model easily. As suggested by other
works, e.g. (Avramidis et al., 2011), the POS information is considered in the experiments and shows
some improvements on certain language pairs.
There are several main contributions of this paper compared with our previous work (Han et al.,
2013). This work combines the utilizing of surface words and linguistic features together (instead of relying on the consilience of the POS sequence only). This paper measures the systemlevel hLEP OR score by the arithmetical mean of
each sentence-level score (instead of the Harmonic mean of system-level internal factors). This paper shows the performances of enhanced method
hLEP ORE on all the eight language pairs released by WMT official web (instead of part language pairs by previous work) and most of the performances have achieved improvements than previous work on the same language pairs (e.g. the
correlation score on German-English is 0.86 increased from 0.83; the correlation score on FrenchEnglish is 0.92 increased from 0.74.). Other potential linguistic features are easily to be employed
into the flexible model built in this paper.
There are also several aspects that should be addressed in the future works. Firstly, more language
pairs, in addition to the European languages, will
be tested such as Japanese, Korean and Chinese
and the performances of linguistic features (e.g.
POS tagging) will also be explored on the new language pairs. Secondly, the tuning of weight parameters to achieve high correlation with human
judgments during the development period will be
automatically performed. Thirdly, since the use
of multiple references helps the usual translation

Metrics
hLEP ORE
MPF
ROSE
METEOR
BLEU
TER

Other-to-English
CZ-EN DE-EN ES-EN FR-EN
0.93
0.86
0.88
0.92
0.95
0.69
0.83
0.87
0.88
0.59
0.92
0.86
0.93
0.71
0.91
0.93
0.88
0.48
0.9
0.85
0.83
0.33
0.89
0.77

English-to-Other
EN-CZ EN-DE EN-ES EN-FR
0.56
0.82
0.85
0.83
0.72
0.63
0.87
0.89
0.65
0.41
0.9
0.86
0.65
0.3
0.74
0.85
0.65
0.44
0.87
0.86
0.5
0.12
0.81
0.84

Mean
0.83
0.81
0.76
0.75
0.74
0.64

Table 2: Correlation coefficients with human judgments
quality measures correlate with the human judging, the scheme of how to use the multiple references will be designed.
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Figure 1: N -gram word alignment algorithm

Figure 2: Example of n-gram word alignment

Figure 3: Example of N P D calculation
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